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Abstract-

There are many standard industrial
communication protocols with their own Features applied
in diversification industrial automation applications.
Recently the development of Ethernet technique grows up
very fast and makes it very popular in industrial control
system. A design of ARM processor-based embedded
Ethernet interface along with CAN is presented. In the
Ethernet interface, an existing SPI serial device can be
converted into a network interface peripheral to obtain
compatibility with the network. By typing the IP-address
of LAN on the web browser, the user gets a web page on
screen; this page contains all the information about the
status of the devices. The user can also control the devices
interfaced to the web server by pressing a button provided
in the web page. However, many different protocols used
in the industrial control network make the system
performance inefficiency and handicap the application
flexibility of field bus devices. In Control area network
interface special software is installed in a pc designed in
visual basic 6.0. Software will contain the required fields
and the buttons required to control the equipments. It also
contains the records of all the process along with the time.
Dual mode industrial automation controller will provide
an option on display to select one of the two module
Ethernet and CAN.
This paper proposes a communication converter solution
to integrate the different industrial field bus protocols into
a into a single system having a dual mode option 1)
Ethernet module and 2) Control area network module.

I. INTRODUCTION
Computer communication systems and especially the
Internet are playing an important role in the daily life. Using
this knowledge many applications are imaginable. Home
automation, utility meters, appliances, security systems, card
readers, and building controls, which can be easily, controlled
using either special front-end software or a standard internet
browser client from anywhere around the world in case of
Ethernet module. Web access functionality is embedded in a
device to enable low cost widely accessible and enhanced user
interface functions for the device. A web server in the device
provides access to the user interface functions for the device
through a device web page. A web server can be embedded

into any appliance and connected to the Internet so the
appliance can be monitored and controlled from remote places
through the browser in a desktops PDAs and smart phones.
Temperature, Pressure, displacement, motion and sound are
the most often measured environmental quantities. Among
these environmental quantities, temperature is the most often
measured parameter in industries. For example, some
processes work only within a narrow range of temperatures;
certain chemical reactions, biological processes, and even
electronic circuits perform best within limited temperature
ranges. So, it is necessary to measure the temperature and
control if it exceeds some certain limit to avoid any
misbehaviour of the systems. To accurately control process
temperature without Extensive operator involvement, a
temperature control system relies upon a controller, which
accepts a temperature sensor. An ARM processor based
embedded Ethernet interface system is designed. In the
system, the introduced microcontroller LPC2129 can
communicate with serial data acquisition equipments at the
terminal through SPI interface and can transmit data to remote
host computer through Ethernet interface. Compared with the
system that a host is connected to many serial devices, the task
of host is only to complete a single Ethernet communication
and its load is lower. automatic hyphenation and check
spelling. Digitize or paste down figures.
Since the above communication interfaces are difficult to
establish a control network with multi-master devices, the
network control system can be very valuable when the master
controller malfunctions [14]. Therefore, CAN bus is proposed
and designed to fulfill the requirements of real-time control
applications for local control network. Basically, CAN bus
adopts two wires communication and provides a half-duplex
transmission interface. However, it also uses the arbitration
technology to approach the full-duplex functionality.
Therefore, there is no problem when two CAN bus devices; at
least, send individual messages to the same CAN network
simultaneously. In the definition of CAN bus standard, the
communication cables include five lines: two data lines, two
power source lines and one shield line. Therefore, building
CAN bus network instead of RS-485 or RS-422 network can
reduce the hardware wiring problems. Moreover CAN bus
provide several error detection mechanisms so that it can
increase the reliability and reduce the probability of
communication errors. According to the definition of its
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application layers, CAN network supports on-line update of
the network status for a CAN device and dynamically expands
the amounts of devices within the control network. Therefore,
it is usually called as an intelligent filed bus. Besides, its
maximum transmission speed is up to 1 Mbps, and its
maximum transmission length is
about 5 km [14].

II. SYSTEM DESIGN
Many embedded systems have substantially different designs
according to their functions and utilities. In the design,
structured modular design methods adopted and the system is
mainly composed of SPI communication module, processor
module and Ethernet interface module, as shown in Fig. 1.
The figure shows that the typical architecture of an embedded
Ethernet monitor and control using web browser architecture
CAN interfacing. Here all the devices are connected to the
processor and the ADC converters are used to convert analog
data into digital data. Serial communication is done in
between processor and Ethernet controller CS 8900A.It is
connected to LAN cable through RJ 45 registered jack and the
whole device is connected to remote PC through internet
.software is to be install in computer to use CAN module.
Fig. 1.

Two 32bit timer/counter (with 4 ways to capture and 4
comparison channels) and PWM unit (6 output roads) and
watchdog. Real-time clock has independent power source and
clock source, and in power saving mode, it dramatically
reduced energy consumption. Several serial interface, include
two 16C550 industrial standard UART, two high-speed I2C
interface (400kbit/s) SPITM and SSPC (with buffer function,
the data length variable). Vector interrupt controller. It can be
configurable priority and vector address. The scope of crystal
frequency within the piece 1~30MHz. Two low power
consumption patterns free and power down. The CPU
operating voltage range 3.0~3.6V (3.3v+/-10%). I/O port can
with stand the maximum voltage of 5v. It is applied in
industrial control, medical systems, POS machines,
communication gateways, embedded software modern
aspects.
B. Control Area Network
The CAN bus (Controller Area Networking) was defined
in the late 1980 by Bosch, initially for use in automotive
applications. It has been found to be very useful in a wide
variety distributed industrial systems as it has the following
characteristics:








Uses a single terminated twisted pair cable
Is multi master
Maximum Signal frequency used is 1 Mbit/sec
Length is typically 40M at 1Mbit/sec up to 10KM at
5Kbits/sec
Has high reliability with extensive error checking
Typical maximum data rate achievable is
40KBytes/sec
Maximum latency of high priority message <120
µsec at 1Mbit/sec

CAN is unusual in that the entities on the network, called
nodes, are not given specific addresses. Instead, it is the
messages themselves that have an identifier which also
determines the messages' priority. Nodes then depending on
their function transmit specific messages and look for specific
message. For this reason there is no theoretical limit to the
number of nodes although in practice it is ~64.
Two specifications are in use:
A. LPC2129 Processor
LPC2129is a microcontroller which is based on a
supporting embedded tracking 32bit ARM7TDMI-STM CPU
and real-time simulation, with a high-speed Flash memory of
256KBembedded,
make the 32 bit code to run in the maximum clock rate. part
features of lpc2129, Four channel 10-bit A/D converter with
conversion time as low as 2.44 .





2.0A sometimes known as Basic or Standard CAN
with 11 bit message identifiers which was originally
specified to operated at a maximum frequency of
250Kbit/sec - ISO11519.
2.0B known as Full CAN or extended frame CAN
with 29 bit message identifier which can be used at
up to 1Mbit/sec - ISO 11898.

A. Nuts and Bolts
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From the systems and design viewpoint the detailed
management of sending and receiving CAN messages will
normally be done by dedicated hardware, on or off chip, (e.g.
SJA1000) but an overview of these functions will be useful in
order to design, setup and control a CAN system.
B. Signal Characteristics
CAN may be implemented over a number of physical media
so long as the drivers are open-collector and each node can
hear itself and others while transmitting (this is necessary for
its message priority and error handling mechanisms). The
most common media is a twisted pair 5v differential signal
which will allow operations in high noise environments and
with the right drivers will work even if one of the wires is
open circuit. A number of transceiver chips are available the
most popular probably being the Philips 82C251 as well as the
TJA1040.
When running Full CAN (ISO 11898-2) at its higher speeds it
is necessary to terminate the bus at both ends with 120 Ohms.
The resistors are not only there to prevent reflections but also
to unload the open collector transceiver drivers. We
recommend that you terminate the bus correctly in all
circumstances.

the data which have been reached the
according to TCP/IP protocol and
receiving buffer. At last, the analysed
serial device through SPI interface
above, an infinite loop is used .

UDP port, are analysed
then stored into SPI
data are sent to the SPI
driver. In the process

C. CAN
CAN arm 7 ic already contain 2 advance CAN channels this
all create a master module.that is directly connected to the
slave module. Each equipment is connected to the slave
module this different slave modules connected to the slave
module. Specially designed software in visual basic 6.0
receive data through rs 232 cable that is connected to the
master circuit.software in vb sends the commands to master
circuit which then sends commands to the slave circuit
Advantages And future implementation
As the system is dual mode there is several advantages
compared to the other controlling circuits As the whole system
is designed using the arm controller..The main advantage is
low cost which is the most required part of the industries.
Another advantage is that as by implementing this system
manual and labor work will decrease. Which in turn decrease
the labor cost. Further it increases the accuracy and precision.
future plan on this system is to make system more reliable and
providing more features to the user by providing the facilities
of data backup .memory card or usb interface.
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